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Modeling Tips for Open Calls, Go Sees, Castings & Auditions 
 

Whether you call them Open Calls, Go-Sees, Castings or Auditions, one of the ways that modeling agencies find new                   
faces, and clients find models they'd like to book for modeling jobs, is to hold an open call, go-see, casting or                     
audition. There was a time when these appointments were even called "cattle calls" but that term is rarely used                   
anymore. Modeling agencies will usually hold open calls or go-sees for a few hours once a week where aspiring                   
models can simply walk in and meet with an agent - no appointment necessary. If you don't live near one of the major                       
markets it can be difficult for you to attend an open call. If this is the case for you then a model scouting website can                         
be helpful. 
 
Clients will hold a casting or audition at a specific time where numerous models from a variety of agencies meet with                     
the client in person so the client can make their final selection of models. 
How you conduct yourself during and after one of these appointments can make or break your modeling career.                  
Here are 4 tips to help you succeed at your next interview! 

01 Be On Time - ALWAYS! 

Nothing drives an agent or client crazier than a late model. Time is money and lateness is never tolerated by agents,                     
photographers or clients. Plan your time wisely and make sure you show up for your appointment time at least 15                    
minutes early. If you find yourself arriving too early wait outside, waiting area or in the lobby until it's time for you to be                        
there. With the advent of cell phones, GPS and Google Maps there is no excuse not to know exactly where you need                      
to be and to be there on time. 

Sometimes, however, being late is unavoidable. If you are going to be late always call your agent or the person you                     
have your appointment with and give them a time when you expect to arrive. Agency open calls are a little more                     
flexible and agencies usually run open calls within a two to three-hour time frame. It's still best to arrive early to open                      
calls rather than wait until the end because you might find yourself interviewed by a tired and cranky agent and that is                      
never a good thing.  

02 Bring Your Book and/or Recent Photos 

If you are meeting with an agent for the first time it is not necessary for you to have professional modeling photos. It is                        
helpful, however, if you bring a few simple snapshots that you can leave with the agent if they ask. Most agents will                      
take some "digitals" of you if they are interested, but it is nice to show the agent that you are prepared. If you have a                         
modeling portfolio (your "book"), always bring it with you.  

03 No Contact Sheets or Outtakes 

If you are bringing your book be sure it only contains your very best photos. Never put contact sheets, outtakes,                    
personal papers, or anything in your book that isn't your very best work. Agents and clients will ALWAYS look in the                     
back of your book, so be sure to keep it clean and tidy. 
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04 Be Organized and Prepared 

Always bring a pen and notepad to take notes or be able to quickly jot down notes on your phone or tablet. Never be                        
caught fumbling for a pen or paper during your interview. Put these tools in a place that you can access quickly and                      
easily - it will show the agent that you are professional, organized and respectful of their time. 
 
05  No Boyfriends, Friends or Family 
 
If you are over 18 years of age there is no reason for you to bring anyone with you to your interview (under 18 years                         
should bring one parent or guardian). If you know that you are meeting with a well-known and established agency                   
then this guideline is doubly important. Just like you wouldn't bring your boyfriend, friends or child to a job interview                    
you wouldn't bring them when you meet modeling agents, and never, ever when you meet a client. 
 
However, if you are meeting an unknown agent for the first time it is best that you don't go alone. You can have your                        
boyfriend or friends come with you, but they should only come as far as the lobby or front door. It is ok that the agent                         
knows they are there and they are waiting outside for you. A legitimate agent will not be bothered by this, but use                      
your best judgment as each interview is different. 
 
If you are meeting with an agent or client who has contacted you and booked through the internet, this is a completely                      
different thing. If you were booked by someone you have never met, through the internet, you should NEVER and I                    
mean NEVER go alone, this applies to male models as well. Actually, accepting a job through the internet that has                    
not been vetted (screened) by an agent is extremely risky and you should be very, very careful. It is always safer to                      
get your bookings from reputable modeling agencies rather than working freelance on the internet.  
 
 
PRACTICAL INDUSTRY RULES 
 
15 minutes early - You are ON TIME 

● Always a good sign to show up early 
 
Arrive on time - You are LATE  

● Meaning you are supposedly be working already during your requested project/shift call time. 
 
15 minutes after - You are FIRED or You didn’t make it, You are being replaced  (most likely a red flag)  

● Nothing drives an agent or client crazier than a late model | talent. Time is money and lateness is never                    
tolerated by agents, photographers or clients. Whenever this issue happens, it becomes a red flag and it’s                 
harder for an agent to recommend or submit you to any potential booking/project. Not just you’re making                 
yourself bad, the agency will most likely end up losing the client. If you want to keep your relationship with                    
your agents, photographers or clients be persistent, professional, organized and respectful of their time. 

 
 
BE AT YOUR BEST BEHAVIOR. RESEARCH! RESEARCH! RESEARCH! BEFORE SHOWING UP TO ANY             
OPEN CALLS, GO-SEES, CASTINGS AND AUDITIONS ESPECIALLY BOOKINGS. 


